
Stand out to 

YOUR Crowd
A Simple Framework for 

Customer-Driven 
Copywriting
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Why should I choose you? 
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How do you know if your copy is 

cheating on you?  
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How do you know if your copy is 

cheating on you?  

You see it hanging around other sites
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Highly-experienced 

Robust screening

Extensive marketing 

Quality tenants

Trusted 

Unparalleled Service

Maximise Returns

Highly-responsive



Sometimes copy cheats on you… 

With products from other industries
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Welcome to 

Broca’s area
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We learn to ignore 

what we’ve seen before
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Everyone is trying to cut 

through the clutter...
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...But it’s not just about 

being different
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First rule of customer-focused copy

Don’t insult the customer…



“The Cost of Professional Property Management 

Services is Never so Expensive as the Problems, 

Chaos, and Damage that…



“The Cost of Professional Property Management 

Services is Never so Expensive as the Problems, 

Chaos, and Damage that…

…the Ignorance of Self-Management May 

Cause”



So if we WANT to sound different, why 

does copy cheat? 
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Highly-experienced 

Robust screening

Extensive 

marketing 

Quality tenants
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Tenants found in 19 days or less

Online portal perfect for owners short on time or 

far away

A response to every email

Repairs fixed within 48 hours (often next day)

Seasonal walk-throughs to prevent problems
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Umbrella Term Things customers love

Maximise returns Tenants found within the month / days

Trusted Online portal perfect for distance / fast communication 

Highly-responsive A response to every email 

Unparalleled service Repairs fixed within 48 hours (often next day)

Highly-experienced Seasonal walk-throughs to prevent problems
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Umbrella Term Things customers love

Maximise returns Tenants found within the month / days

Trusted Online portal perfect for distance / fast communication 

Highly-responsive A response to every email 

Unparalleled service Repairs fixed within 48 hours (often next day)

Highly-experienced Seasonal walk-throughs to prevent problems
Promise Proof



Solving umbrella terms - be specific

“We are currently going through our copy to eliminate all vague promises and 

replacing them with more specific ones.

And the update. We asked for your views on the A/B-test we were running on our 

homepage. The variation produced an uplift on signups of around **% (also a 

**% drop in bounce rate).

It seems the more specific above-the-fold copy is, the more visitors are 

drawn in to read more”

Reino Meriläinen

Isolta.com



How to use this in your copy

Things customers love

+

Umbrella Term(s)
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By advertising your rental in more than 40 separate listings (with no 

additional charge), on average, we find new tenants within 19 days. 

And even though we get a lot of interest, we don’t accept anyone for your 

property. Your tenant has to pass full criminal, employment and previous 

rental history checks. 

When it comes to maintenance, we send electronic work orders to pre-

approved vendors within minutes. If your property does need a repair, 

we’ll have it covered within 48 hours. 

The result? We fill your property faster with quality tenants, give you 

maintenance peace-of-mind, and maximise the returns on your 

investment. 



By advertising your rental in more than 40 separate listings (with no 

additional charge), on average, we find new tenants within 19 days. 

And even though we get a lot of interest, we don’t accept anyone for your 

property. Your tenant has to pass full criminal, employment and previous 

rental history checks. 

When it comes to maintenance, we send electronic work orders to pre-

approved vendors within minutes. If your property does need a repair, 

we’ll have it covered within 48 hours. 

The result? We fill your property faster with quality tenants, give you 

maintenance peace-of-mind, and maximise the returns on your 

investment. 

Promise

Proof



Action points

• Check competitor sites – is your copy cheating on 

you? 

• If you are using Umbrella Terms, can you replace them 

or qualify them? 



Without a customer-focus at all stages of 

writing copy, you risk creating a: 

Customer disconnect



Is there a disconnect between:

What you KNOW

What you SAY

What your customer thinks you MEAN?



2 Common areas of disconnect

1: Making a big claim without backing it up

2: Burying your value



2 Common areas of disconnect

1: Making a big claim without backing it up

2: Burying your value





Instant pets!!?













What does maximise 

returns mean? 

You fudge the figures? 

You charge me way over the odds for 

advertising? 

You cram my property with anyone? 
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Hmmmm…



Okay then!



2 Common areas of disconnect

1: Making a big claim without backing it up

2: Burying your own value



#1: Don’t bury your value by hiding what 

people love about you. 



BAKE SALE!

Tombola * Raffle * CupCakes 

* Prizes * Fun!

(Live music by Sir Paul McCartney)
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The juicy stuff…



The juicy stuff…



The juicy stuff…

What most people see



#2: Don’t bury your value by missing the 

chance to tell a story about what you do.











Does your copy tell the full story? 











I’d love to! 



I’d love to! 

Tell me how.



The start of a story…

We believe a design signature is what sets a Nest property apart from 

the rest. 

From color selections to light renovation we can offer tips for elevating 

the value of your investment and appealing to a larger pool of 

exceptional tenants. 

It’s something we can offer owners that are interested in offering a 

space that’s totally different, but highly desirable for renters. 



Fire up that sensory cortex

• What is a design signature and why should I care about it? 

• What sort of things can I do to elevate the value of my investment? Is it 

complicated? Is it something I can see myself doing? 

• How can it be different and desirable? Won’t I exclude myself from 

renters if my place looks like a Salvador Dali painting? 





“On the day I 

started…



“On the day I 

started…



“On the day I 

started…

Not Grace



“We found out that 

one of our houses 

that we had just 

had…



“tenants move 

into…



“had a tree fall 

on top



“Luckily no-one 

was hurt…



“And it was like: 



“Hi Grace, so nice to meet you, you know, there’s 

no time for orientation, you’ll learn as you go and if 

you can find a company that can remove this tree 

from the one bedroom that would be great because 

we want to get these two people back into their 

house.”



“And I just 

remember 

thinking:



“Oh God, this is 

gonna be a 

whirlwind.”



“Oh God, this is 

gonna be a 

whirlwind.”

Not Grace



Stories you can tell

• Happy customers

• Behind-the-scenes – how do you do what you do? 

• Going above and beyond



So how do we keep the customer focus in 

our copy and bridge the gap between what 

we have and what customers want? 



#1: Find out why people love you



Would you recommend us? 

Sure!



WHAT do you love about working with us? 

Great 

service? 



You answer my calls 

within 3 rings. 

I get weekly reports. 

You’ve handled tenant 

transitions and major 

property improvements

Great 

service? 

WHAT do you love about working with us? 



Great 

service? 

You answer my calls 

within 3 rings. 

I get weekly reports. 

You’ve handled tenant 

transitions and major 

property improvements

WHAT do you love about working with us? 



#2: Find out why people hate… (your 

industry)



2016 Rental 

Property Owners 

Survey 

by

Buildium



10 things owners hate

Never proactive 

Unresponsive

Lazy

Irresponsible

Poor communication 

Expensive 

Poor money management 

No transparency

Broken promises 

Incompetent 



Other grumbles

Using transient or junior staff who are ill-equipped to deal with issues

Neglecting opportunities to increase rent when the market supports it

Giving work to tradespeople without question or getting best value

Not doing regular inspections

Not knowing the fair rent for an area – longer vacancy times if too high



Stand out by using Symptoms
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Looking for symptoms…

Your customer’s morning thought





“I wish I had a property 

management firm that 

offered unparalleled 

service, effective 

communication and 

modern technology.” 



“I want quality, not 

destructive, renters”



“My actual tenant is 

taking advantage of me 

because I am not in 

town”



“My son lives there 

now and he and his 

wife haven’t paid rent 

since July.” 



“I’m not happy with my 

current property 

manager but… better 

the Devil you know?”





Weave into your copy: 

1. Here’s what you may have recognised (symptoms)

2. This is what’s causing them (problem)

3. This is what you need (cure)

4. This is what is possible with the cure (results / contrast)
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Symptoms Problem Cure Contrast

Every time you 

contact your 

property 

management firm, 

(if you can get 

through)  you speak 

to someone new 

and they don’t know 

your situation. 

High turnover of 

staff in the 

industry. 

Many new 

recruits use it as 

a stepping stone.

Our staff stay with us for 

more than 10 years. 

We have small, focused 

teams that cover a 

specific allocation of 

properties. 

Each property owner is 

assigned one lead 

contact, who has at least 

2 year’s experience.  

You’ll never speak to 

someone who is brand 

new to the job. 

You have direct access 

to your lead contact. 

If you can’t reach them, 

one of your hand-picked 

team members will 

contact you within the 

hour. 
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Other grumbles

Using transient or junior staff who are ill-equipped to deal with issues

Neglecting opportunities to increase rent when the market supports it

Giving work to tradespeople without question 

Not doing regular inspections

Not knowing the fair rent for an area – longer vacancy times if too high



People want a transformation

Not a transaction
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No-one wakes up wanting to click a button





Using an Impact Table to make the 

transformation clear



Tenant Placement:

• Evaluate the rental value and provide suggestions to prepare the property for rent.

• Write and place advertising in print media, craigslist, our website and other subscription 

websites.

• Answer prospective tenant questions via telephone and email.

• Property showings by appointment with prospective tenants.

• Screen applicants through credit, judgment, eviction and reference checks.

• Prepare rental agreement and addendums and sign with approved applicants.



Use the Impact Table to write better copy 

You get this (feature)

(so you can)

Do / get this

(which means that)

You experience this



The Impact Table

Feature

(We do this…)

Results

(Which means you…)

Impact 

(So you experience)

Advertise in 40+ rental 

sites

Run criminal, 

employment, income, 

rental history and 

personal reference 

checks

Get X enquiries per day / wk

Get a tenant who is respectful, 

long-term and able to comfortably 

meet the rent each month

Vacancies filled faster, and see a 

quicker return on your investment. 

Peace-of-mind that your property is 

looked after and neighbourhood is 

respected. 



Getting your customer’s attention: 

Anchors and Visual Copy wake people up



Do I really need these? 



ah… 



Not Cool…



Not Cool…



Anchor 
(illustrate product performance) 

+

Visual Copy
(illustrate customer use)



Anchor

Visual Copy



Like your own 

personal stalker!

We know everything about you and return all 

calls and emails within 30 minutes. 



Like your own 

personal stalker!

We know everything about you and return all 

calls and emails within 30 minutes. 

Anchor

Visual Copy



The PAs of 

Property 

Management

We return all calls and 

emails within 30 

minutes. 



Cheating copy? Umbrella terms

What words and phrases show up on competitor sites? Proof Promise

Symptoms Disconnect?

1. Here’s what you may have recognised (symptoms)

2. This is what’s causing them (problem)

3. This is what you need (cure)

4. This is what’s possible with the cure (results / contrast)

1. What you think

2. What your copy says

3. What your customer thinks you mean

What can they do after? 

Transformation



Amy Harrison

harrisonamy.com

writewithinfluence.com


